PAEROSOL™ SOLUTION TO CONTROLLING AND MITIGATING COVID-19

COVID Decontamination system for Essential Workplaces (Military installations, Hospitals, Labs, Aircrafts etc.)

Paerosol is all-natural (organic) with no negative side effects.
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Paerosol is proven to be effective on pathogens more virulent and complex than COVID-19, and in fact, **VIRUSES HAVE NO DEFENSE AGAINST PAEROSOL.**

Paerosol was 99.9999% effective at killing the **Swine Flu (H1N1)** and **Bird Flu (H5N1)** viruses, and is **NON-TOXIC.**

Paerosol has been validated by the following research institutions: U.S. Department of Energy, U.S. Defense Threat Reduction Agency, United States Department of Agriculture, World Health Organization, Auburn University, Mississippi State University, University of Colorado and more.

Paerosol produces a proprietary HOCL-based liquid disinfectant (.26% Hypochlorous Acid), which is micro-aerosolized to produce a dry, gas-like fog that permeates an entire room killing bacteria and viruses wherever they may exist including COVID-19.
**The MAG**: The patented Micro-Aerosol Generator is the key differentiator of our disinfecting technology. The MAG uses a patented bowl and nozzle system to convert the HOCL liquid into a high-volume micro-aerosol with particle sizes ranging from 0.2 – 5 microns in diameter.

As high-pressure air is forced through the nozzles, the HOCL liquid is shredded into tiny sub-micron particles that permeate throughout a room or enclosed space, diffusing from areas of high concentration to areas of low concentration.

**Paerosol** requires no technical training or certification, and may easily be deployed with no required site preparation.

**Paerosol** provides a safe, thorough and more effective cleaning solution than any other products available in the marketplace.
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